The article examines the ideology of improvement in the context of seventeenthand eighteenth-century mining in northern Sweden in the province of S apmi. It discusses how the rhetoric of improvement and "civilizing" projects were intertwined with the mining enterprises; how they informed the regulatory and disciplinary ordinances issued for the region; and how the ideas of reform, discipline, and civility were materialized in the physical organization of the metal works. Contextualizing these issues within state policies aiming to better incorporate S apmi into the mainstream economy and culture of Sweden, the article suggests that mines and processing works were singled out as suitable places for such transformation due to their spatial and organizational characteristics. The study is informed by contemporary political thinking as well as by Foucauldian perspectives on governmentality and its spatial dimensions.
Introduction
In the early seventeenth century, when the first silver ores were discovered and exploited in the mountains between Sweden and Norway, S apmi (Lapland) emerged as a playground for the pursuit of metals and dreams of profit. Concurrent to the program of resource appropriation, the state supported a series of policies and reforms targeting the local population, especially the Sami and their way of life. The lingering "heathenism" and "barbarity" of the Sami was regarded as shameful and threatening to the welfare of the state. The Lutheran theory of government, embraced by the Swedish ruling class, stipulated religious unity as a prerequisite to the functional social order, and therefore, it was important to include the Sami in the Lutheran fold and to bring them into the desired state of "civility." The objectives of appropriating the land and reforming the people were usually carried out independently. However, the establishment of mines and metal works, which employed the Sami, made combining these two goals possible.
This ideological and sociocultural facet of historic mining in northern Sweden is rarely addressed in the existing scholarship, which tends to focus on the histories of particular mines and foundries as well as the economic and technical aspects of these ventures.
1 Acknowledging the sociocultural dimensions of these histories is important for broadening our understanding of the significance and place of early modern enterprises, such as mining, in early modern ideologies and larger political and colonial projects. 2 In this article, I explore the ideological aspects of mining in seventeenth-and eighteenth-century S apmi, paying particular attention to the rhetoric of usefulness and improvement developed in both state and privately run mining projects. I analyze how the ideology of improvement was intertwined with mining enterprises, how it was incorporated and implemented through regulatory and disciplinary ordinances, and how it was materialized in the physical organization of the metal works. By applying Foucauldian ideas of governmentality to early modern political thinking, I argue that the government regarded metal works and mines as suitable places to introduce and implement policies of wholesale improvement due to their spatial and organizational characteristics. This approach provides a useful venue for examining how these two seemingly separate issues of production of economic profit and cultural conformity were deeply intertwined with each other. 3 The aim of this article is to illustrate the complexity of early modern mining in S apmi that is not accounted for when the phenomenon is considered from a narrow techno-economic perspective.
S apmi and the Sami were not unique cases of landscape and peoples subjected to the improvement programs related to developing mining industries. In the concluding paragraphs, I draw some parallels between my case study and the rhetoric, legal policies, and spatial principles of discipline employed in early modern mining enterprises in the American colonies, to which S apmi was occasionally compared in contemporary Swedish writing.
Mercantilism and Development of Mining in S apmi
The systematic exploitative intervention of the state in S apmi was embedded in complex historical, economic, and ideological settings. Intellectuals and state actors imagined this region as a vast and abundant place, inheriting this image from Renaissance tradition. The most outspoken proponent of this idea was Olaus Magnus whose influential Historia de Gentibus Septentrionalibus [Description of the Northern Peoples] (1555) contained descriptions of the profusion of natural resources-game, fish, and fowl-and hinted at the presence of other, more hidden riches. His Carta Marina (1539) engaged with this idea even more directly-west of Luleå Olaus Magnus symbolically indicated deposits of gold-Minera Auri. The seventeenth-century government was keen to act upon this assumption and encouraged ore exploration in the region while engaging in its mapping. The assessment and exploitation of natural resources was a central ingredient in assuring prosperity for the state and its subjects. 4 The government introduced mining privileges for S apmi in August 1673 with this lofty rhetoric:
As God Almighty out of his godly grace and benevolence has given many splendid metals and minerals to this kingdom, our beloved fatherland, we have therefore a great reason to be thankful and honor His godly kindness through proper cultivation and exploitation as to strengthen and increase our and the Crown's profits as well as the subjects' nourishment and well-being. 5 The mineral exploitation of S apmi started with the discovery of silver in Nasafj€ all (Piteå region) in 1634, which immediately spurred high expectations. Carl Bonde, a royal councilor deeply engaged in the metal industry, hoped that the mines, and the Piteå region at large, would prove to be West Indies of Sweden, as profitable as the Spanish colonies. The mines were seen as the beginning of a larger project of "cultivating the fatherland" in the North, transforming the wasteland into a productive land of bounty. Discovery of silver prompted further prospecting in the vicinity of Nasafj€ all as well as in other areas of S apmi. As a result, in the following decades the Piteå silverworks expanded its operation to include short-lived exploitation of the deposits found at Raudurtvare/Såmbertjårro and Jakobs Knabbe. New silver deposits in the neighboring Luleå region were discovered in the 1650s, and they became the primary focus of mining after Nasafj€ all was destroyed by a Norwegian-Danish attack in 1659. The new mine in Kedkevare/Silpatjåkko, together with the refining complex at Kvikkjokk, formed the bases of the Luleå Silverwork, which expanded its operations in 1672 to another mine in Alkavare. At the same time, deposits of iron and copper were discovered in several locations in € Overtorneå, Torneå, and Kalix parishes, and they formed the base of privately operated Kengis works.
In 1673, the Court and the newly established Board of Mines issued special privileges supporting mining in the northern peripheries to further stimulate the search for metals and minerals and to overcome developing resistance against new mines. They promised rewards for new discoveries and various exemptions, as well as generous terms for establishing farms near the mines. The ordinance had a limited effect; the only known new discoveries exploited in the next thirty years were deposits of copper found in 1696 in Sjangeli in the far north-western corner of the country (Figure 1 ). 6 The early exploitative industry in S apmi was speculative in nature. It exhibited a contradictory combination of careful testing of the ores with a hypothetical knowledge of the qualities of the ore veins and a failure to account for the difficult terrain and climate or the costs of transportation and labor. All of the seventeenth-century ventures ended badly: miscalculations delivered poor economic results and brought poverty and physical disabilities to some of the laborers. Yet despite many misfortunes and bankruptcies, the idea of plentiful riches hidden in the North persisted and drove many new enterprises throughout the eighteenth century.
The political and cultural climate after Sweden's losses in the Great Northern War (1700-21) stimulated a lively debate on how the kingdom could be re-established as a great power in economic, rather than militaristic, terms. Further development of mining was an important part of this program, reflected in the renewed efforts of mapping mineral resources throughout the kingdom and experimenting with new methods of production. The metal industry was styled by some economic thinkers as a chief source of state income and employment. To aid the industry, the Board of Mines renewed privileges in 1723. A special edition of these rights was issued in 1731 for the northernmost areas of Sweden, whose population grew apprehensive about the negative consequences of mining. A version of these privileges was translated into the south Sami language in 1734. The board not only conferred the numerous benefits for those reporting new deposits and willing to start their exploitation, but it ensured that mining would not cause any additional burdens; the mines discovered through God's blessing were to be of "benefit and advantage and not of detriment and damage" to the population. 7 In northern Sweden, the revitalization of the mining industry and its rationalization was vigorously propagated, for example by the county governor Gabriel Gyllengrip and the entrepreneurs Jonas Meldercreutz and Abraham Steinholz. In his capacity as governor (1733-53), Gyllengrip crisscrossed the landscape, searching for and inspecting the ore deposits and proposing various ways to improve the region. He believed the province had all the necessary ingredients, with the exception of capital, to engage in large-scale mining, which, according to him, was a path not only for lifting the region out of poverty but also for achieving economic prosperity on par with the richest provinces in the kingdom. Steinholtz and Meldecreutz, who had first-hand knowledge about the wealth of iron and copper ores around Luleå and Torneå, shared the convictions and zeal of the governor. They invested heavily in Kengis and Melderstein ironworks and other manufacturing sites in the surrounding parishes. 8 G€ allivare/Malmberget used by Melderstein ironworks was one of approximately two dozen mines that were discovered or rediscovered throughout S apmi and one of about twelve mines exploited in the region in the eighteenth century (Figure 2 ). In this new push for appropriating resources, some old mines were assessed and revived as well. Nasafj€ all was reopened in 1770s by Fredric Jonsson, but his focus shifted quickly towards silver deposits in Tsaggek and Skv€ arta Maddak (Gustafsf€ alt) discovered in 1773-74 and judged by master of mines Gustaf Printzell as richer than anything previously discovered in S apmi. However, the difficulties of extracting the ores, coupled with severe work conditions, led to the abandonment of the mines in the early nineteenth century. The idea of reactivating the old Luleå silverworks was also entertained, and copper mines in Svappavaara and iron mines in Junosuando continued to be used to some degree. As in the preceding century, the mining results were rather poor partly due to costly transport, the harsh climate, and the remoteness of the mines. 9 Northern Mines and the Rhetoric of Improvement
The discovery of silver and other ores in S apmi answered the economic visions of the mercantilist economy, which treated metals as coveted resources. However, from the very start, the newly discovered mines were portrayed as an act of triple providence: fulfilling the promise of profit; creating an opportunity to bring the northern population, in particular the Sami, closer to civility; and taming the wilderness of the region. The works were to operate for the glory of God, for the economic benefit of the Crown and for the "improvement and elevation of the subjects, especially those living in the region."
10 Authorities hoped that the Piteå region, where silver was found, could be like the fabulously wealthy Potos ı in the Spanish New World colony of Peru, as well as a base for spreading God's teaching among "the wild people." The comparison of S apmi with the Spanish colony is quite striking, as is the fact that Spanish and Swedish writers used similar language to attribute the discovery of valuable metals to God's intervention. A sixteenth-century Spanish chronicler argued, for example, that the subterranean mineral abundance discovered in colonial Peru was the evidence of God's will that the Spaniards instruct the native people in the Catholic faith. Thus the mines were inherently good. 11 The royal chancellor, Axel Oxenstierna, formulated almost exactly the same argument during a Royal Council meeting in February 1640. "As the desire to cultivate the country has made us open a mine in lappmark, so should we plant there God's words. We learn not without regret that they [Sami] come to the church not more often than once or twice a year to baptize the children and bury their dead"-observed the Chancellor, adding that a mission among Sami would bring God's glory and salvation, well-being, and cultivation of the kingdom. "Where God's word is preached, there increases His benediction. We will therefore regard it as a considerable blessing, if we could move them [Sami] away from their idolatry and superstition." 12 The church and the presence of the state representatives at the works were not only meant to reform the Sami religiously but also to lead to moral transformation, to "tame" and train them to be more docile and willing in providing cartage services and in searching for and reporting possible ore deposits.
13
The unequivocal connection between the exploitation of the landscape and moral improvement was expressed in the privileges issued by Queen Christina to Aegidius Otto and Oluf Jonsson, who leased Silbojokk from the Crown. The queen argued that the works should continue and should receive certain economic support of the Crown "not so much for the economic profit and advantage for us and the Crown, but more so to bring our subjects Lapps to the right worship of God and to gradually accustom them to civility and Christian sociability." In another part of the northern region, in € Over Torneå parish where iron was discovered in 1643, similar sentiments were expressed: "Through these works can we achieve so much; not only this remote parish but also lappmark can be better cultivated."
14
The rhetoric depicting mines and metal works as arenas of sociocultural improvement became a pervasive theme throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. For example, the Luleå silverworks' supervisor, Sven Fagg, argued in 1678 that the foundry, while not living up to the economic expectations, offered important social advantages. It had the potential of instilling true godliness in the Sami employed at and living nearby the foundry through the obligation to attend the church. It could influence the Sami to lose some of their innate shyness and become more sociable and courageous through the association and interaction with the mine workers. Furthermore, the Swedish diet kept at the foundry could make Sami strong and tall and thus well prepared for work. Finally, the continuous existence of the silverworks was regarded as a magnet for colonists that could find employment there and cultivate the remote landscape. 15 Mine assessor Peter Cronström seconded Fagg's opinion while advocating the continued use of the silverworks and its handover to the state after an unsuccessful experiment of transferring it into private hands threatened its closure: "Lapland that is a large but uncultivated land can be brought to culture through no better way than establishment of mines and foundries, through which, in a long run, the Crown will have double profit."
16 Similar wording is found in the privileges issued for Jonas Meldercreutz and his Melderstein works in 1747. The ironworks were seen as a large contribution "to the utmost goal of bringing Sami, who still remain in darkness and ignorance, to better knowledge and practice of the true Christian religion." Furthermore, they were to give "the scant population of this barren place more gain and better livelihood, contribute to the cultivation of the country, support its populating and settlement and consequently and in many ways increase its strength and wealth, and through that the profits of the Crown are multiplied and the kingdom's resources are used for advancing national gain." 17 Sami and S apmi were the most common targets of this improvement rhetoric although several individuals involved in the mining enterprises indicated the benefits of industry for bettering of the morale, welfare, and attitude toward work among Swedish and Finnish peasants employed or about to be drawn into services at the metal works. Abraham Momma, a part-owner of Kengis in Torneå parish, complained about the laziness and irrational lack of interest in earning income of the local peasants, "who spend entire winter sleeping in their houses and would rather hinder than support the works." 18 The industrial movement was to serve as a means of instilling industriousness, providing employment and economic support for the peasants living in poverty, and producing a group of skilled and diligent workers. An anonymous pamphlet, "Kårt Försök Af N€ armare Kunskap Och Större nytta Utaf de € annu ej upodlade Norre Landskaper af Swerige" [A Short Attempt at Closer Knowledge and Better Usefulness of not yet Cultivated Northern Parts of Sweden], published in 1771, suggested even more radical steps. The author argued that employment in mines, foundries, and other manufactures eliminated harmful and dangerous antisocial tendencies and suggested that beggars, vagrants, and other idle and unemployed people of the Kingdom should be sent to work in the developing industry in northern Sweden in order to be reformed and brought back to civil order and "usefulness." 19 Discussing the mine as a stage for improvement was a rhetorical strategy that appeared particularly often upon discovery of new metal deposits and in critical moments in the mines' lives, such as when weak performance threatened their closure. For the state and private entrepreneurs, the mines and foundries appeared as agents of a wholesome transformation. The subjects and targets of improvement were many: the bodies and minds of the Sami, who having been drawn into the cartage system (Sami were deemed useless as mine laborers) were exposed to civility, regular work, and responsibility and thus presumably entered a path towards losing their presupposed innate irrationality, lack of moderation, and indolence. Forced to attend Church services at the foundries, they were expected to forsake their spiritual beliefs and become true Christians. The improvement of non-Sami laborers was at stake as well. It was argued that the employment in the mines and foundries would produce skillful citizens contributing to the common good. Finally, the mines were seen as a path towards improvement of the entire landscape; they not only made direct use of the resources hidden in a seeming wasteland, but they were also conceived of as magnets for future development and settlement. The mines then were styled and perceived as means of improving the physical landscape and moral qualities of its residents.
The metal works, as any other industry, were strongly embedded in the economic domain of the state, which regarded production and profit as the central goals. The persistent rhetoric of moral improvement in early modern texts describing northern mines and foundries may thus raise a question of why did this apparently unrelated discourse enter a sphere of economic matters. Was this a hollow oratory, or did it carry deeper meanings and convictions?
The political and economic theories popular in early modern Sweden were heavily influenced by Aristotelian scholasticism and Lutheran doctrine, which presupposed unity in religion, morality and virtue, and understanding of one's own and others' places in the socio-economic hierarchy as building blocks of a well-functioning and prosperous society. A great deal of writing in seventeenthand especially in eighteenth-century Sweden (and other parts of Europe) was devoted to the question of good government. Its nature and development attracted analytical attention of scholars such as Michel Foucault, Mitchell Dean, Pasquale Pasquino, Leif Runefelt, and others, who saw early modern ideas of state as shifting from the questions of territorial rule and sovereignty towards preoccupation with population and its management. 20 The early modern "governmentality" or the "art of government"-terms coined by Foucault-were concerned with practices and means through which one governed others and oneself. With language rich in allegories and metaphors, the state was sometimes compared to a ship steered by the king; each estate was a different part of the vessel, all working in unison to accomplish the journey. A body was another popular metaphor: each estate constituted a particular segment, each with its own functions and responsibilities, all indispensable and in sync with each other and striving towards the same goals, with virtue acting as a backbone. The state was also commonly understood as an analogy of a household with the sovereign acting as the father. The government was responsible for proper management of the country's resources, directing and overseeing work of the subjects while assuring that their basic needs were met. Its task was also to preserve social balance and foster complicity, conformity, and the correct moral behavior of the subjects, without which prosperity was unattainable. A strong connection was made between prosperity, usefulness, and virtue in the contemporary writing: a thriving household could not exist without the godliness and diligence of its members, and happiness could not be reached without pious and honorable behavior according to God's and nature's order and civil laws. It is thus not accidental that the themes of civility, culture, and godliness entered economic discourse. "The tie of religion ties the congregation together, from which the earthly government also gains its strength," 21 "it is impossible to strengthen the industries correctly as long as the depravity of morals hinders their development," 22 "the natural and Christian morals demand from us moderation, frugality, conformity, chastity and diligence. . . . The practice of these virtues makes not only an individual happy but it creates a populous and prosperous society"-these were the words of the leading eighteenth century Swedish thinkers. The sense of deep connectedness between the principles and outcomes of political conduct and the moral behavior of individuals (both rulers and the ruled) was identified as not only fundamental but also a historically unique element of early modern political culture. 23 Virtue understood as moral, useful, and rational conduct according to determined rules and ethics that prioritized common good over self-interest was the backbone of the happiness and prosperity of an individual and society. Virtue had to be cultivated and practiced, and the ruling and learned classes were responsible for propagating it by educating and disciplining subjects who were naturally driven to selfishness and irrationality, sins considered a menace to society. This disciplining project was essential for turning the masses into sociable individuals and for achieving universal well-being in social and economic terms, and it was done through the means of police. 24 Regulatory and disciplinary policies, and the general field of policing, were key elements of early modern governmentality. Foucault identified police as one of the early modern techniques of exercising power-power that targeted all aspects of the subjects' conduct that mattered to the strength of the state by defining the parameters of their lives. 25 The police had as its goal the establishment and maintenance of a prosperous and orderly state through the formation of disciplined subject-citizens. Operating through institutions and laws of repressive and positive character-suppressing and punishing unwanted behavior as well as encouraging desirable conduct-police answered the practical need of exercising political will over people. Early modern power celebrated diligence, modesty, godliness, and industry and condemned forms of understanding and action that depended upon prejudice, immodesty, and superstition. These qualities were thought to cause laziness and other unwanted behaviors. The state implemented a spectrum of reforms aimed at uprooting undesirable activities and reorganizing Sami lives to theoretically improve them. Policing entered the sociopolitical arithmetic as a form of government intervention to transform society as well as to maintain, preserve, and expand state control over the conduct of its population. 26 It is not surprising that the themes of civility and moral and religious improvement were so often incorporated into the goals set for the developing industry in northern Sweden. Contemporaries understood the economy in moral terms: economic well-being was closely tied to virtuous behavior, the implementation of which was assumed by the government through police. The rhetorical tropes of a God-ordered duty to exploit natural resources and of the improvement of the Sami and peasants through godliness, work, and interactions with morally superior individuals was not empty talk. It fueled and was materialized in regulatory policies and institutions established throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth century. These policies merged economic and sociocultural goals and reshaped the landscape and the communities of northern Sweden.
Enacting Improvement through Police
The early modern policing regulations issued for northern Sweden forcefully targeted three problems highlighted in the rhetoric of mines as arenas of improvement. These were the conversion of the Sami to Christianity through uprooting heathenism and the reform of their morals and practices; animation of peasants to a greater diligence and virtue; and the increase of population, cultivation, and exploitation of northern regions. Mines and foundries figured in these policies in both direct and indirect ways as platforms for executing these policies or benefiting from their implementation.
The earliest policies tackled the matters of religious instruction and propagating Christian morality. Building upon the rhetoric that mines were God's way of opening S apmi to His teaching, a pastor was appointed soon after the Piteå silverworks opened in 1635. Furthermore, Queen Christina issued an ordinance in 1640 establishing churches at the mine in Nasafj€ all, at the foundry in Silbojokk, and at other appropriate places in the Piteå region for the benefit of the workers and the Sami. 27 Foundries at Silbojokk, and later Kengis and Kvikkjokk, became gathering places for the Sami drawn into the cartage system. Both silverworks were located closer to certain indigenous villages than other settlements and missions. Recognizing these advantages, these churches assumed a missionary role and recruited Sami-speaking pastors or interpreters. Uprooting Sami practices through persecution of idolatry and zealous Christian instruction was a frequent concern in the discussions and decisions on the local and state level of the government. In 1686, for example, a special letter concerning culture in the northern provinces was published urging the Sami bailiffs and pastors of Sami churches to live within their jurisdiction "for the better management of these people and more serious promotion of Christian learning." 28 The rhetoric of cultural and economic progress materialized in other ordinances as well. In the seventeenth century, the most prolific ideologist of improvement was Johan Graan, who served as the governor of V€ asterbotten County (encompassing then all northern territories north of Umeå and west of the Gulf of Bothnia) between 1653 and 1679. In voluminous correspondence with the central government, he outlined possibilities, problems, and solutions to his county's development, in which the betterment and cultivation of the people and landscape were the key issues. Many of his ideas influenced official policies. In 1671, a royal ordinance was issued prohibiting Sami from begging and unlawful departure from their tax land. It directly incorporated ideas proposed by Graan in his letters to the king: Sami migration to coastal settlements and abroad (caused by poverty and the abusive cartage system at the mines) was harmful in many ways. It emptied mountain areas that only Sami could "cultivate and use" and disturbed settlers fearful of vagrant and begging Sami; it violated natural hierarchies and counteracted the ideals of sociability and common good; and it hindered the operation of mines and foundries where Sami and their reindeer were responsible for transporting provisions and ores. The Sami should return to their habitations and habits; those who were poor should seek service at the mines and foundries, where they could find useful employment, and "get somewhat accustomed to steadiness, (. . .) for the purpose of the kingdom's growth and their own betterment and advantage." Those who refused would be sent with other "rogues, idlers and beggars" to workhouses "until they show betterment and diligence," upon which they could return to S apmi. 29 Settling S apmi for the general benefit of the country and the specific needs of mining industry was one of the biggest concerns addressed in the ordinances. In 1638 and 1646, public letters were issued exempting from conscription all peasants willing to settle along and help maintain the roads from the Silbojokk foundry to the coast and giving them livestock and foodstuffs as starting capital for new farms.
30 Similar ordinances were published in 1673, 1686, and 1695 and were based on Graan's ideas. 31 Their chief concern was to increase population throughout S apmi for better cultivation, exploitation, and defense of the country. Graan's main argument, repeated in the decrees, was that there were pockets of arable land throughout the region suitable for tilling and husbandry by Swedish peasants, whose economy was so different from nomadic Sami that both groups could exist parallel to each other without harm and for the benefit of the kingdom. He also advocated for a full assessment and mapping of the Piteå and Luleå regions for the purpose of better statistical knowledge, establishing which land belonged to Sami villages and which was suitable for agriculture and pasture and locating possible ore deposits and other resources-a survey that was conducted in 1671. Improvement of the land was promoted not only to increase profits from agricultural production but also for the advancement of the civilizing project among the Sami. The example of Swedish peasants settled among the Sami, their virtuous Christian conduct, which the Sami would witness through interactions, would, according to Graan, cause the Sami to relinquish their idolatry and other immoral practices. There were benefits for mining as well: colonization brought possibilities for mapping natural resources and increased the number of potential laborers. "One can expect that the highest God will reveal in the future more metal deposits than those that already exist (. . .), and it is unquestionably necessary that Your Majesty uses these resources throughout lappmarks so that they can be more and more settled and populated and for keeping the Sami in a desired devotion and loyalty to Your Majesty and the Crown of Sweden"-wrote Graan in his 1670 report about the state of his county. 32 Policies regulating the behavior of northern subjects and aiming at general improvement were proposed throughout the eighteenth century. They often sharpened regulations issued in the previous century, specified in more details the parameters of conduct, and increased governmental oversight. Antivagrancy laws issued in 1720, 1723, and 1748 became stricter and more strictly observed. All Sami illegally staying outside S apmi who did not attend church services and lacked knowledge of Christian creed would be captured and forced to work until they showed "serious improvement and willingness to follow God's teachings and withdraw from the darkness of ignorance." 33 Those peasants who employed Sami without confirming their religious knowledge and those on whose grounds Sami camped illegally were fined as accomplices. New instructions for Sami bailiffs from 1760 introduced firm restrictions on Sami who wanted to leave their villages. Their requests had to be well-grounded and approved by the village, local court, and administration and were contingent on the willingness of other individuals to move to the village and take responsibility for the portion of land, tax, and work/service duties. Illegal movement was forbidden and punished. 34 In 1723 and again in 1739, decrees regarding propagation of religion were published, and a special Board for Ecclesiastical Mission in S apmi was established. The decrees ordered the total suppression of Sami non-Christian beliefs and practices through establishment of schools at the Sami churches, employment of Sami-speaking pastors, printing catechisms in Sami languages, and taking a more active missionary role in converting the Sami, to mention just some methods.
35 Regular reports summarizing the work of the pastors and progress made were requested as well. The government regarded Sami nomadism and vagrancy as an obstacle in its civilizing project and suggested further colonization and industrial development of the region, believing that an influx of Swedish peasants and entrepreneurs would have a positive impact on Sami morale and lifestyle. The earlier settlement ordinances urging colonization of S apmi were renewed in 1749. They granted extensive exemptions from taxes and dues but obliged the colonists, including Sami willing to settle down, to build proper farms and engage in farming activities, which were monitored by the local government. Although agriculture and animal husbandry were prioritized, the ideas of governor Gyllengrip, which underlined the ordinance, indicated the importance of the incoming population for the development of the mining industry: "What infertility robs from this place is replaced by other possibilities hence populace that cannot support itself completely by tilling the soil must in part consider obtaining their livelihood through searching and exploiting the Earth's internal utilities." 36 The settlement ordinance, Gyllengrip's visions, and individual privileges granted to entrepreneurs investing in metal works shared a common vision and conviction that through increasing the population in the northern landscapes and through various and useful employment of this population, the region would flourish to the benefit of the people and the kingdom. 37 The policies issued for northern Sweden were thus a direct reflection of the rhetoric of improvement voiced in association with mining initiatives. Exiting the purely hypothetical field, the policies tried to achieve the multiple goals so often expressed in rhetoric: improving land, bodies and minds; achieving economic prosperity; populating the country; disciplining subjects into docile, useful, and pious Christians. Mines and foundries figured in both rhetoric and concrete actions as convenient arenas of improvement because they constituted an early form of organized and closely supervised state intrusion into the region. By visibly converting a rugged and unused "wasteland" into a useful and productive place and by hinting that this transformation was not limited to the physical landscapes but extendable to their residents, authorities used mines and foundries as clear examples of the feasibility of transformative intervention.
Improvement, Discipline, and Spatiality of the Works
Newly introduced laws and policing techniques operated to "improve" and discipline the daily lives and working rhythms at the mines and foundries. Writing about disciplinary mechanisms, Foucault observed that discipline "works the best in an empty, artificial space that is to be completely constructed" and which acts as a "protected place of disciplinary monotony." 38 The foundries and mines were such artificial spaces, outlandish constructions and thrusts of modernity operating through particular rules and logic, well defined and territorially bounded and thus controllable with relative ease. They were suitable settings for training and shaping the subjects into docile and useful citizens, suppressing unwanted conduct and morality, and supervising them on their path to improvement.
The Piteå and Luleå silverworks were regulated by a special legal code issued by the Board of Mines in 1640. 39 This code contained twenty-nine articles dictating the proper behavior of administrators and laborers, including employed Sami, as well as the punishments for transgressions. The disciplinary mechanism, locked in the articles of mining law, defined the obligatory and the forbidden and illustrated an increasing interest of the early modern state in managing the population in depth and detail. A working day was to commence and end with a common gathering and prayer; no one was to miss the prayer and those absent were fined. The time between the daily prayers was to be devoted to work and the execution of specific tasks. All employees were to behave civilly towards each other at all times, demonstrate piety and gratefulness for God's blessing, and consequently avoid verbal and physical abuses, drunkenness, and mischievous conduct, which were forbidden and punished. They should take care of the works' property; theft of any kind, wastefulness, buying of stolen goods, and damaging buildings and equipment were strictly prosecuted. Respectful conduct and striving towards a common good was a norm, and failing to report witnessed crimes or protecting offenders would be punished by the same means as the crime itself. All laborers should work with diligence and according to the orders given by their superiors, and any absence or departure from one's work without a permit was illegal. The master of mines was expected to take care of the employees, provisions, appointment, and general order at the foundry and mines. Ideally, he acted as a good manager, oversaw production and good order, summoned and presided over quarterly court sessions, and was just towards his employees.
The punishments for disobedience and crimes varied according to their severity and ranged from monetary fines to imprisonment, public flogging (socalled "gatlöpp" during which the felon had to run a certain distance while being flogged by the spectators lining the running path), "riding a wooden horse" (a felon had to sit on a wooden horse furnished with sharp iron edge with weights attached to his legs), and death by hanging. Public humiliation and corporal punishment were common ways of dealing with offences. Both foundries had prison houses, and a wooden horse built by the orders of the master of mines Isak Tiock for "the punishment of those showing criminal and disobedient behavior" was listed in the 1663 inventory of Luleå silverworks. 40 The punishments were effective ways of reproaching the transgressive actions of individuals and by extension served to discipline the entire group. Foucault argued that although discipline is exercised on the bodies of individuals, "the individual is not the primary datum" toward which discipline is directed. Rather, discipline is a mode of individualization of multiplicities. "Discipline only exists insofar as there is a multiplicity and an end, or an objective or result to be obtained on the basis of this multiplicity" 41 as its primary goal is managing, organizing, and shaping the multiplicity through the example of an individual. Public hearing of criminal cases-court presence was mandatory for all laborers-and public chastising of the offenders were meant to teach right from wrong, to define and fix the normal from the transgressive and damaging, and to demonstrate the effectiveness of prosecution and consequences of misbehavior. Through the participation in the court sessions and execution of public punishments, the spectators witnessed and were reminded of the judging presence and power of the state exercised through the laws and penalties.
The discipline and improvement of laborers was done through enacting a code of behavior; through establishing norms of conduct centered on obedience, diligence, and Christian moral behavior; and through instilling regimes of work based on punctuality and timely accomplishment of tasks. Hourglasses and large clocks were listed in inventories of Piteå and Luleå silverworks and Kengis ironworks, and their aim was to help establish rhythms, maintain schedules, and regulate the cycles of repetition. Another layer of ordering was added through the spatial arrangement of the works projected into idealized plans and drawings and realized on the ground. Space and spatial rationalities are theorized as important locales and targets of the governmental projects of improvement and management. As noted by the geographer Margot Huxley "projects of government imagine spatial and environmental causalities [. . .], draw up plans and programmes that deploy spatial techniques, and aspire to produce spatially specific conducts, even as they provoke counterconducts and counterspaces."
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Organization of spaces is seen as one of the technologies of government for producing and regulating particular behaviors and subjectivities: the formation and nurturing of diligent bodies and compliant minds is directly related to the surroundings in which these individuals are to live and fashioned in ways that promote and demand these qualities. 43 Early modern plans, especially those produced during the Enlightenment, often imagined the industrial sites as orderly and ordering settings. They were imagined as disciplined and rational landscapes, with symmetries and hierarchies conveying a vision of productivity and order below and above ground. These highly stylized pictorial representations-visual rhetoric-might have been exaggerated, but some elements of this imagery were materialized in the actual spatial organization of the mines and foundries. Ideas of order, rationality, and discipline achieved through oversight were reflected in the spatial arrangements of the studied metal works. Historical sources and archaeological excavations at Silbojokk revealed a divided and possibly hierarchical space. The main workplace-foundry and smithy-was located immediately by the stream on both its banks; laborers' lodging and some economic buildings formed a separate complex away from the working area. The houses of the manager of the silverworks and the pastor could not be found during the excavations. The archaeologists proposed a hypothetical idea that they were placed on a higher ground east of the laborers' living quarters. This location would have given them visual oversight over the entire complex. 44 The church and the churchyard were located on the other side of the stream. The whole foundry complex consisted of these four delineated spheres: working quarters, laborers' living quarters, administrative quarters, and religious area, all creating rational and modern space. A similar rationalization can be read from the plans and archaeological evidence gathered at Kvikkjokk. The site stood more or less complete in 1667 and was divided into three zones. The ore refining complex and industrial working area were located on the east side of the river. An island located in the middle of the river served as an administrative and religious heart of the entire site. Here, a large one-and-a-half story building housed the domicile of the master of mines and a chapel for the common use of laborers and the Sami. Other economic buildings, storage rooms, cellars, and a prison were located here as well. The living quarters of laborers, the pastor, and the silverworks' secretary; Sami dwellings; and stalls, barns, and other economic buildings were situated on the western side of the river (Figure 3 ). These different areas were connected through bridges. The laborers had to pass through the island when they walked between their lodging and the forges and thus never remained too far from the manager's gaze and his supposedly "improving" influence. The watchful and disciplining presence of the morally superior gentry and representatives of the state, underlined in contemporary writing as a necessary element in instilling diligence and moral virtues in the subjects, was thus materialized in the spatial arrangement of the foundries. 45 The ideas of spatially enhanced hierarchy, order, and discipline were also built into the landscapes of privately run foundries, such as Kengis (Figure 4) .
The layout and spatial division of the foundries reflected a certain "dispositional" spatial rationality, described by Huxley as aiming at drawing boundaries, Figure 4 : Plan of the works in Kengis drawn in 1790. 1. Owner's and supervisor's house; 2. Industrial complex; 3.Laborers' houses; 4. Sami encampment; 5. Church and pastor's house. In the seventeenth century pastor's house was located next to the great house and additional houses for the laborers were built between the great house and the industrial complex. A prison was located on a small island between the industrial complex and Sami camp. The photograph shows a view of the great house from the southern edge of the industrial complex. Drawing courtesy of Jernkontoret, Sweden and photo by author.
producing order, and nurturing desired behavior. Foucault called this phenomenon spatial partitioning. This "dispositional" setting operated "with the logics of grids of classification for the spatial disposition of 'men and things', to bring arrangement and visibility," and to enable surveillance and control of bodies. 46 Coupled with written regulations and managerial oversight, the spatial arrangements had the purpose and effect of creating order, organization, and hierarchy and fostering efficiency and usefulness. "It is an expression of disciplinary and police power harnessed to the ends of producing profits, compliant individuals and peaceable social relations." 47 The owners of eighteenth century ironworks took the ideology of improvement and its spatial component to new levels. In the layout of the foundries, such as Robertsfors (owned by Robert Finley and John Jennings and later by Jean Henri Lefebure) and Melderstein (run by Jonas Meldercreuz and Abraham Steinholz), the dispositional rationality was well exercised ( Figure 5 ). In both cases, the waterways, essential parts of the foundries, acted as spatial dividers separating the main houses and administrative offices from laborers' housing built across the river and in a direct view of the owners. The hammers, smithies, and manufactures comprised a third distinct zone of the works within an easy reach from the great house and laborers' lodging. The productivity and moral behavior of the employees were constantly scrutinized and managed in these . The owner's estate, office building and church were located east of the river, the industrial complex was situated on both sides of the river and workers houses and barns were built west of the river. The whole complex was connected by a network of roads, paths and bridges. Courtesy of Robertsfors Museum. enclosed and ordered environments. At both iron works, the laborers' houses were equipped with barns, and all workers, besides performing their specific tasks at the manufactures, were required to keep livestock and till the fields belonging to and surrounding the foundries. These tasks were done as much to supply fresh provisions and income as to combat idleness and promote usefulness. These organizational concerns of the works' owners, their supervision over the movements, attitudes, and activities of the workers and the introduction of a schedule that partitioned time, space, and activity, can be interpreted as an exercise of "infinitesimal power over the active body" 48 of the workers by the managers and owners of the works. The end goal of this micromanagement was the production of a docile, rational, and productive workforce. 49 Some entrepreneurs, like Jonas Meldercrutz, took the projects of improvement outside of his ironworks. He became tirelessly engaged in transforming large swaths of common land in coastal parishes and areas of S apmi near his G€ allivare mine into agricultural landscape through expensive projects of colonization. Between 1763 and 1785, he established sixty-seven new farms inhabited by 349 settlers, peasants and Sami, who besides agriculture and husbandry found employment at the foundry and other manufactures established by Meldercreutz (blast furnace, shipyard, sawmills, flour mill, brickyard, and arms and tools manufactures) ( Figure 6 ). Similar development happened in the surroundings of Robertsfors in Burtr€ ask parish, where the number of villages and settlements increased from nineteen in 1750 to 127 in the first decade of the nineteenth century. Meldercreutz also made inroads into bringing "culture and civility" to the G€ allivare region by successfully lobbying for the establishment of a parish with a missionary church, courthouse, and marketplace. These actions, pursued alongside the state-sponsored mission conducted with greater commitment compared to the previous century, turned Sami and other inhabitants of the region into more "governable" citizens. While these eighteenth-century mining initiatives undertaken by private entrepreneurs ended in bankruptcies and failures, they had, nonetheless, some success in developing the region and making its inhabitants more "useful" and disciplined. What Meldercreutz and Lefebure created was a thoroughly improved and productive physical and human landscape that transformed what was previously thought of as a wasteland into a model environment. 50 
Conclusions
The works established in northern Sweden in the early modern period were commercial ventures tied with the economic goals of the state. Yet in contemporary thinking and writing, these mines and foundries were also perceived as arenas of wholesale improvement, an idea that informed three different but overlapping levels of political thought and practice. The civilizing and improving effect of mines on the quality of the landscape, as well as on the minds and bodies of its residents, was hypothetically assumed in the rhetoric that followed the discoveries of ores and the establishment of metal works. The notion of improvement formed a foundation for the policies and regulations issued for mines or with development of mining in sight. These policies aimed at correcting and managing conduct and moral bearings in a direct way and turned rhetorical ideas into decisions and real actions. On a mundane level, the ideas of order, discipline, and improvement were interwoven into detailed rules of conduct and spatial arrangement at the works.
This correlation between metal industries as profit-generating ventures, on the one hand, and arenas of improvement, on the other, was a direct reflection of the contemporary understanding of the economy and the nature of good government. The economy of the state was thought of as the household of a family writ large. Its success depended on a proper exploitation and management of resources; appropriate division and conduct of labor; and the virtuous, moral, and godly behavior of its members. Good government was a government that regulated the "conduct of conduct," shaped and managed norms and behaviors, and ensured "the right disposition of things" through an ensemble of institutions, procedures, and tactics. Early modern state power strove to define conditions of life of the subjects, and this point of application made it distinctive from earlier forms of political rationality.
The rhetoric and policies elevating mines and manufactures as sites of moral improvement and transformation were not exclusive to S apmi. They were also articulated in European colonies, including Spanish America, to which S apmi was sometimes compared in early modern Swedish writing. 51 There, too, early colonial regimes treated extractive industry as an arena for combating the supposed moral and behavioral shortcomings of the indigenous population. The governors and other ideologists of Spanish America disguised the policies of forced resettlement and labor as noble projects of instilling diligence and bestowing on indigenous Andeans the gifts of civility, Christianity, and the promise of salvation.
52 Such rhetoric and practice was not far from the thinking and decisions made by the Swedish court and the governors of S apmi.
The rhetorical and policing thread connecting mines with the civilizing mission and with the transformation of the wastelands into productive places was present in other exploitative endeavors as well. 53 Mines appeared to be in the spotlight of these reforming projects due to their spatial and organizational characteristics. They were artificial, closely supervised and regulated spaces and as such they were particularly conducive for implementing sociocultural reforms and testing ideas of good governance.
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